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This framework sets out transparent and objective policies and 

processes for engaging and overseeing hearing members for 

appointment under the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 

(NSW) which are required for various regulatory hearings including, 

immediate action inquiries, performance assessors, performance review 

panels and impaired registrants panels.  
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PURPOSE 

The Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (NSW) (the Law) gives Council the authority to 

appoint suitably qualified persons to hear matters regarding the health, performance and conduct of 

health practitioners and students in NSW.  

Hearing members are appointed to undertake various regulatory functions and proceedings to 

support the Council, including assessments, immediate action inquiries, reviews, panels, 

committees, and tribunals, as provided for under the Law. In these ways, hearing members fulfill an 

important function in the delivery of high-quality practitioner regulation and the protection of the 

health and safety of the public. 

This framework sets out a transparent and objective process for engaging and managing hearing 

members appointed to support Council in exercising the functions and duties set out in the Law.  

SCOPE 

This framework applies to the appointment of hearing members by the Medical Council of NSW. 

The scope does not extend to the appointment of Health Assessors for the purpose of undertaking a 

health assessment of a health practitioner who may have an impairment. This process is outlined in 

the Council Directed Health Assessor Prequalification List - FINAL v3 - Jan 2021 (TRIM reference HP20 

3655).  

The scope also does not extend to appointments for Council Review Interviews (CRIs) related to 

practitioners who have been found to have an impairment. 

This scope also does not extend to the appointment of ‘lay persons’ who may be appointed from 

time-to-time to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal or Professional Standards Committees 

under section 165B and section 169B of the Law. These persons are appointed from a panel of lay 

persons nominated by the Minister. 

TRANSITION ARRANGEMENTS 

New and existing hearing members who are formally recruited and approved under this 

Appointment Framework may during the period of engagement be scheduled and appointed as 

either a Principal, Regular and/or General hearing member. 

Hearing members who were recruited prior to the implementation of this Appointment Framework, 

and who have not been formally recruited and approved under this Appointment Framework, will 

remain on the list of pre-qualified hearing members for ad hoc appointment as General hearing 

members. 
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1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 REGULATORY BASIS FOR APPOINTMENTS 
The Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (NSW) (the Law) provides that the 15 Councils may 

establish committees and appoint persons (hearing members) to assist in connection with the 

exercise of regulatory functions related to Council decision making regarding the conduct, 

performance, and health of registered practitioners in NSW.  

Hearing members are directly accountable to the Council and indirectly accountable to the NSW 

Minister for Health. Hearing members are not Council members nor employees of the HPCA or the 

Ministry of Health. A member may have other employment arrangements outside this framework. 

Hearing members are appointed to a regulatory hearing to fulfill a function of the Law on behalf of a 

Council. The Law describes those proceedings to which hearing members may be appointed. The 

Law also prescribes required characteristics and responsibilities (of hearing members) for 

appointment to certain proceedings. 

Proceedings that hearing members may be appointed to include (although are not limited to): 

• Performance Review Panel (PRP) 

• Impaired Registrants Panel (IRP) 

• Council Inquiry (except the Medical Council and the Nursing and Midwifery Council) 

• Assessment Committee (except the Medical Council and the Nursing and Midwifery Council) 

• Section 150 ‘immediate action’ panel proceedings 

• Professional Standards Committee (PSC) (only applicable to the Medical Council and the 

Nursing and Midwifery Council) 

• NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal 

• Performance Assessment as an assessor 

• Performance Re-assessment as an assessor 

Appointments may also be made to committees established by the Council, such as the Counselling 

Committee, Performance Interview Committee or Monitoring and Review Committee.  

Hearing members are not appointed to Health Assessments, which are undertaken by Council 

Directed Health Assessors (CDHA). A hearing member is not precluded from applying to be a CDHA.  

1.2 FUTURE FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENTS 
This Appointment Framework is the first formalisation of the policies and processes for the robust 

and transparent engagement and oversight of hearing members. Additions or augmentations to this 

Framework may be needed or desired as appointment needs grow and change. 

It is recommended that over the first year of the implementation of this Framework that there is 

review, evaluation, and refinement from learnings with hearing members to support the delivery of 

a robust, co-designed approach to optimising appointments / scheduling, as well as hearing quality 

management and improvement activities. Subsequently, it is recommended that this Framework and 

the hearing and quality improvement activities and needs are reviewed every three years to embed 

a responsive and iterative approach to the continued application of this Framework. 
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2 ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

2.1 HEALTH PROFESSIONAL COUNCILS AUTHORITY TO ENGAGE MEMBERS 
While hearing members are appointed by Council, the HPCA provides shared services and corporate 

functions on behalf of the Councils and has the delegated responsibility to engage hearing members. 

The HPCA implements corporate processes to engage suitably qualified persons as hearing 

members. The HPCA maintains an up-to-date list of hearing members, ensures appropriate 

scheduling of hearing members to appointments, oversees, and arranges payments for hearing 

members. The HPCA collects and retains personal and professional details of hearing members to 

support effective scheduling and arrange payments, which are invoiced through NSW Health payroll 

systems. 

2.1.1 Compliance with NSW Government sector policies and guidelines 

The Council’s appointment policy and the HPCA’s recruitment and management of hearing members 

should align to NSW Government sector policies and guidelines where relevant.  

2.2 HEARING MEMBER ENGAGEMENT STRUCTURE 
Hearing members do not work full-time but instead are appointed from time-to-time to sit on a 

regulatory hearing. They are called upon to fulfill a function and provide the skills, expertise and 

knowledge required for a particular panel or Inquiry. This may only be a few times a year, or in some 

speciality cases, only when needed. As the regulatory matters assessed, heard, and decided by 

Councils vary in flow, number, and nature, it is considered appropriate that a list of pre-qualified 

hearing members is maintained who may be onboarded, trained, and prepared in advance of being 

selected for an appointment. 

The Council and the HPCA aim to deliver timely scheduling of appointments and hearings in order to 

fulfill the requirements of the law and deliver high quality, customer-centred, outcomes. In 

delivering to this aim, the hearing member management, scheduling and appointment structure has 

evolved to include ‘Principal Members’, ‘Regular Members’ and ‘General Members’.  

When using these terms to describe hearing members, it is acknowledged that these do not carry 

any legal significance under the National Law. They are not defined terms under the National Law in 

the same way for example an Australian Lawyer is appointed as a ‘Chairperson’ of a Professional 

Standards Committee (PSC) or one of the members appointed to a Performance Review Panel (PRP) 

must be appointed by the Council as a Chairperson of the Panel. The Chairperson in these examples 

can exercise certain powers on behalf of the PSC or PRP. 

The arrangements described in this Framework relating to Principal Member, Regular Member and 

General Members do not confer any entitlement or the exercise of any power under the National 

Law. The Council can appoint a Principal member, a Regular Member or a General Member to Chair 

a regulatory hearing and this is only relevant to the appointment that is made at that time for the 

particular regulatory hearing. 
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2.2.1 Principal and Regular Members as ‘core cohort’ 

Under this Framework, Principal and Regular Members form a ‘core cohort’ for the purposes of 

targeted induction, training, development, and quality management. To support flexible 

arrangements within the cohort around clinical and professional schedules, availability, and business 

needs, a Principal may become a Regular, and a Regular may become a Principal. General or new 

members must apply and be recruited to become Principal or Regular Members. 

2.2.2 Principal hearing members 

Principal hearing members are highly skilled, experienced, and capable individuals who may be 

appointed to the variety of panel hearings. Principal members apply their professional expertise and 

regulatory experience to support high quality hearing decisions, recommendations, and outcomes. 

It is the intention of this framework that at least one Principal hearing member is appointed to each 

hearing, and where appropriate to chair the panel or write-up the panel findings, decisions, and 

recommendations. To support high quality outcomes, Principal hearing members will receive 

targeted induction and training and will be invited to take part in regular quality improvement 

activities.  

Principal hearing members should be scheduled each quarter for appointment on a fortnightly basis 

at a minimum. Additional appointments should be offered as a ‘first point of call’ depending on 

member availability and hearing requirements. Member availability should be requested for each 

financial quarter to support scheduling opportunities. 

2.2.3 Regular hearing members 

Regular hearing members are highly skilled and experienced individuals appointed to certain 

regulatory processes and hearings. Regular members apply their technical and professional 

expertise, and have an important role working with other hearing members to deliver high quality 

hearing decisions, recommendations, and outcomes. 

Regular members may chair the panel or write up the panel findings, decisions, and 

recommendations. Members will receive induction and may be invited to training and quality 

improvement activities as relevant. 

Regular hearing members may be scheduled each quarter on a monthly basis. Members may also be 

appointed to additional hearings depending on hearings requirements. Member availability should 

be requested for each financial quarter to support scheduling opportunities. 

2.2.4 General hearing members 

General hearing members are appointed on an ad hoc basis and will usually work with Principal and 

Regular hearing members to provide specific clinical and/or regulatory expertise to hearings. 

General hearing members are likely to be an exception to recruitment protocols where particular 

skillsets have a narrow field of expertise (eg few qualified individuals), and/or business needs require 

additional hearing members appointed to a matter where Principal and/or Regular Members are 

unavailable.  

Targeted induction is likely to be needed to support General hearing member participation.  
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3 RECRUITMENT AND ENGAGEMENT OF HEARING 

MEMBERS 
The Council performs a vital function regulating health practitioners and students in the interest of 

public safety. As such, diligence should be exercised to make appropriate appointments to ensure 

the functions of Council are undertaken appropriately and that processes and outcomes are 

undertaken and completed to high standards. This section sets out a recruitment and selection 

process that is transparent, objective, and based on merit, as a foundation to delivering high quality 

regulatory outcomes.  

3.1 PURPOSE AND COMPETENCIES 
The ‘person specification’ document describes the responsibilities and capabilities required to 

undertake the duties and fulfill the regulatory functions of a hearing member. 

3.2 RECRUITMENT & SELECTION 
Hearing members are recruited and selected for inclusion to the list of pre-qualified hearing 

members for appointment through a merit selection process. The following sections outline key 

processes for recruiting and selecting hearing members. 

3.2.1 Recruitment and selection process 

3.2.1.1 Recruitment for appointment to be on Merit 

3.2.1.2 Information and materials for potential candidates 

The following information (or links to further information) should be kept updated and readily 

available to provide to potential candidates as part of a package of information: 

• The ‘person description’ for a hearing member including essential requirements and 

capabilities 

• Eligibility criteria 

• Terms & Conditions of Appointment, including relevant policies and standards (eg Code of 

Conduct, Conflict of Interest) 

• Remuneration 

• Application process and key dates where relevant 

• Contact details for general inquiries. 

3.2.1.3 Sourcing candidates 

3.2.1.3.1 Expressions of interest 

The HPCA will undertake open and transparent recruitment to attract expressions of interest from 

applicants interested in becoming hearing members. Advertising one or multiple opportunities 

should ensure sufficient coverage to attract suitable candidates. This may involve broad public 

advertisement and/or targeted recruitment for particular skill sets. 

A brief should be drafted to outline the recruitment approach, including intended communications 

and marketing vehicles for advertisement. The cost of this approach should also be considered if 

proposing to use Council member time, external job search, and advertising providers. 
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3.2.1.4 Candidate assessment and selection 

3.2.1.4.1 Screening and shortlisting 

Applications should be screened by a delegated officer and/or recruitment panel against the person 

description and any other pre-determined selection criteria (eg specialty qualification, procedural 

training, regulatory experience, etc) as appropriate. 

3.2.1.4.2 Candidate complaints history check prior to short list finalisation 

A check of candidate complaints history for shortlisted candidates should be requested/undertaken 

prior to finalising the recommended shortlist. 

3.2.1.4.3 Approval of candidate shortlist by recruitment panel 

The shortlist of screened candidates should be confirmed by a delegated officer and/or recruitment 

panel prior to proceeding to contact candidates for further engagement.  

The Conflict of Interest policy should be referred to where a pre-existing personal or professional 

relationship exists between a delegated officer and/or recruitment panel member and a candidate. 

3.2.1.4.4 Assessment and selection for recommendation of shortlisted candidates 

Shortlisted candidates should be assessed by the delegated officer and/or recruitment panel to 

confirm suitability. Methods for assessing candidates can vary and may include: 

• interview with the candidate(s) face to face or online, individually or as a group 

• case and panel review sample exercises 

• group workshop of regulatory procedures or other related function(s) 

At a minimum, there should be: 

1. a face-to-face meeting (including online video-conferencing where appropriate) with 

candidates to confirm training, skills, experience, and capabilities, as well as understanding 

of hearing member requirements, accountabilities, and challenges, and 

 

2. relevant case review sample exercise(s) to establish candidate’s practical understanding of 

the interrelationship between case concerns and regulatory processes; and capacity to 

inquire into complex matters, focusing on the key elements to come to well-reasoned 

decisions and recommendations for proportionate regulatory action. Case review questions 

should be appropriately targeted for health practitioner and community person candidates. 

3.2.1.4.5 Reference checking 

Shortlisted candidates must nominate (or have nominated as part of the application) two referees, 

and provide information including their positions and contact details. Referees must discuss the 

applicant’s skills, qualifications, experience, and capabilities. 

3.2.1.4.6 Recommending candidates for appointment 

Recommendations for one or more candidates to proceed to onboarding for future hearing member 

appointment should be submitted for approval to the relevant HPCA director and/or the delegated 

recruitment officer. 
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3.2.1.4.7 Offer, acceptance, and onboarding of successful candidates 

Approved candidates will receive a communication from the HPCA staff with the relevant materials 

required for both HPCA corporate engagement (appended list) and for HealthShare payroll 

arrangements. Candidates must return signed acceptance of the offer and all terms and conditions 

to be added to the pre-qualified hearing member list. 

3.2.1.4.8 Successful candidates to be added to list of pre-qualified hearing members for 

appointment 

Successful candidates will be added to the list of pre-qualified hearing members that is held and by 

the staff and team leader(s) responsible for hearing member scheduling. 

New members should be scheduled for induction and training at the earliest opportunity, and 

provided with appropriate induction reading and materials. 

3.3 EXEMPTIONS TO RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PROCESS 

3.3.1 Urgent Appointments 

Recruitment of persons for (i) urgent/serious matters, and/or (ii) matters requiring certain 

qualifications in a specialist field, or specific training and experience in procedure(s); may justify a 

targeted approach with expedited appointment process directly to onboarding. 

An expedited appointment process should at a minimum: 

• Confirm the current registration and qualifications of the individual on the national register 

• Confirm the complaints history of the individual on the national and local registries 

• Undertake any mandatory checks 

• Confirm the individual will comply with appointment conditions, act in accordance with the 

Law, and the Code of Conduct (with candidate having signed the appropriate forms). 

Appointments for urgent matters may need targeted induction for the relevant regulatory 

proceedings and actions. Additional support may be needed for individuals unfamiliar with the NSW 

regulatory environment. 

3.3.1.1 Search and outreach of urgent appointments (Medical Council of NSW) 

The following guidance has been developed for the recruitment of professional members for the 

Medical Council where a new hearing member is needed due to specialty or exclusion of all other 

current members: MCDD20/69044 Recruitment of New Hearing Member Process. 
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3.4 ELIGIBILITY 

3.4.1 Complaints history 

Candidates should have no current conditions, undertakings, reprimands, limitations, or restrictions 

on registration, or previous disciplinary findings such as a finding of unsatisfactory professional 

conduct, or professional misconduct in Australia or any other country, however so described. 

3.4.2 Required checks 

Candidates will be required to consent to Criminal Record Check clearance and have a duty to 

disclose/report criminal conduct or professional disciplinary matters concerning themselves. 

Additional checks and clearances, including evidence of required formal qualifications, may also be 

required. 

3.4.3 Right to work in Australia 

Candidates ae required to have Australian citizenship or permanent residency. New Zealand citizens 

are considered to have a permanent resident status for the purposes of an appointment.  

3.4.4 Current NSW Government employees 

Current NSW Government sector employees (including NSW Health employees) may be appointed. 

Candidates for appointment should seek their employer’s support for their nomination and provide 

contact information for their employer on the Expression of Interest form. 
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3.5 DIVERSITY 
NSW has a highly diverse population. Our practitioners are from a broad variety of backgrounds and 

located around our cities, regions, and rural areas. Good governance and regulation require the 

perspective of individuals with relevant first hand knowledge and understanding deriving from 

personal culture and lived experience. There is an equally important need to ensure appointments 

support robust and open processes to engage individuals with both the necessary skills as well as 

personal qualities relevant to the public and profession. Any recruitment should target and 

encourage applications from individuals who can provide such perspective. 

This table should be regularly reviewed for significant changes in Census and Medical Practitioner 

trend data. 

Indicator Medical Practitioners NSW  
(2020 Health Workforce 
Data) 

 NSW Population  
(2016 Census) 

 

Total 32,681  7,480,177  

 Gender    

Female 14,141 43% 3,794,217 51% 

Male 18,540 57% 3,686,014 49% 

Not stated - - - - 

     

Aboriginal and/or 
Torres Strait 
Islander* 

231 0.7% 216,177 3% 

 Initial Country of 
Qualifications 2020 

 Birthplace 2016  

Australia 21,858  67% 4,899,091 66% 

New Zealand 694 2% 117,138 1% 

Other overseas 9393 29% 1,950,961 26% 

Not stated 736 2% 512,987 7% 

 Main Language Used**  Language Used At Home**  

English - - 5,126,633 69% 

Mandarin - - 239,945 3% 

Arabic - - 200,825 3% 

Cantonese - - 143,333 2% 

Vietnamese - - 102,896 1% 

Greek - - 81,683 1% 

Households where 
a non English 
language is spoken 

- - 735,563 27% 

 
Source: Australian Government Department of Health, Health Workforce Data 2020. Census data 2016.  

Note: *Indigenous peoples (Australian born) in Health Workforce Data 

** Note: Language alone does not confirm cultural diversity or presume that the speaker descends from or has lived 

experience and understanding of the traditional culture and history from which the language originates. 
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3.6 REMUNERATION 

3.6.1 Hearing member remuneration and payment policy 

Remuneration arrangements and fees for hearing members are set out in the HPCA Member 

Remuneration and Payment Policy which is also available on the HPCA website. This section provides 

a brief overview of these arrangements. 

3.6.2 Remuneration to be on a sessional basis 

Remuneration of hearing members covers the period of an appointment, which is generally specified 

in half or full days. This includes meeting preparation and document review, participating in 

proceedings, write up of outcomes, and other related duties. A separate fee is paid to the member 

who writes the decision. 

3.6.3 Payment to be via NSW Ministry of Health payroll service 

In order to receive payment, members must be on the Ministry of Health payroll. 

When financial documents have been received, a unique Stafflink number will be issued which will 

enable access to payment information, update personal information, recoup expenses, etc online. It 

will also allow access to the Health Education and Training Institute (HETI) portal. Payment is made 

via the MOH Payroll System subject to the relevant forms being completed to allow a profile to be 

created for payment. 

3.6.4 Remuneration for members who are also NSW Government employees 

The NSW Government Board and Committee Guidelines, 2013 states in section 8. 3 Payment to 

Public Sector Employees: 

' ..... public sector employees appointed to NSW government boards or committees do not 

receive remuneration' 

The Premier has approved an exemption for NSW Government employees serving on the health 

professional Councils or committees to receive remuneration when: 

• The work will take place outside working hours or approved leave is taken, and 

• There is no conflict of interest arising from the combination of their role as a public sector 

employee and their engagement with Council 

NSW Government employees seeking payment must advise the Council in writing of the 

circumstances and conditions of current employment(s) and address the above points. A sample 

letter is included in the information pack as a guide. The Director HPCA will confirm in writing 

eligibility for payment if the Premier's exemption requirements apply.   
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3.7 CONFIRMATION OF ENGAGEMENT 
Hearing members will receive written communication confirming engagement to the list of pre-

qualified hearing members. 

The following information should be supplied to the hearing member on engagement: 

• The terms and conditions of engagement, and associated materials (eg person description, 

code of conduct, conflict of interest policy, other relevant documents) 

• The term of the engagement (duration/length) 

• Remuneration fees and arrangements (remuneration policy, travel, current fee schedule, 

etc) 

• Provisions for ending an engagement. 

Hearing members should also inform themselves of relevant organisational standards and policies as 

these are and made available. 

3.8 NOTICE OF HEARING MEMBER CONCERNS AND COMPLAINTS 
Where a hearing member is the subject of a complaint, the hearing member will be informed of the 

matter. The complaint will be managed in accordance with the relevant policy as it applies. Further 

information is available in the HPCA handbooks, as well as Conflict of Interest policy. 

3.9 QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
The HPCA will oversee and organise induction, training, development, feedback and quality 

improvement processes for hearing members. These will be held regularly during the year to 

support consistent outcomes and reflective practice aligned to Council regulatory duties, good 

clinical standards, and the safety of the public. 

Principal and Regular hearing members will receive induction and are expected to participate in 

training courses and quality improvement activities. These may include review of case outcomes, 

reflecting on experiences and feedback toward enhancing hearing processes, procedures, and 

discussing outcomes from shared learnings. 

General members may require bespoke induction where approached for a particular hearing matter. 

3.10 ENDING AN ENGAGEMENT 
A Hearing Member may stop being a hearing member at any time for any reason by providing 

written notice. The HPCA may also at any time and for any reason stop engaging a hearing member 

by providing written notice. 

Hearing members are not entitled to compensation on an engagement ending, excepting payment 

of an outstanding renumeration for hearing work completed (including submission of written 

decisions) with the HPCA. 
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4 APPOINTMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
These terms and conditions form the basis for the engagement between hearing members and the 

HPCA and Council. These may be updated from time to time at the discretion of HPCA and Council. 

4.1 HEARING MEMBER STATUS 
Hearing members are appointed under the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (NSW).  

A hearing member is not an employee of the HPCA or Ministry nor a Council member. 

4.2 RECRUITMENT TO PRE-QUALIFIED HEARING MEMBER LIST 
Hearing members will be engaged on behalf of Council by the HPCA to a pre-qualified list for future 

appointment. The engagement to a pre-qualified list rather than direct engagement to an 

appointment is due to the variation in flow, number, and nature of matters requiring appointment. 

4.3 SELECTION AND OFFER OF APPOINTMENT MADE ON SESSIONAL BASIS  
The Law outlines requirements for a certain mix of skills depending on the matter under assessment, 

or for panel, committee, and/or tribunal. Selection and offer of appointment will align with the Law 

and will be made on a sessional basis. 

Additionally, given the complexity of matters before the Council, selection and offer to appointment 

considerations may also include, but are not limited to: the key issues of the case under 

consideration and subsequent relevance of individual experience, the extent of any conflict of 

interest concerns, the experience and skill mix of other panel members, and member availability. 

Appointments may also have regard to gender balance, culture, and diversity. 

Due to mandated regulatory timelines, it is important that pre-qualified hearing members respond in 

writing with availability as soon as possible after an appointment offer. 

An offer of appointment is not a guarantee of certification of appointment. 

4.4 CERTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT 
Hearing members will receive a written confirmation of appointment by certification. Appointments 

will be certified in the provision of a: 

• Certificate of Authority – for performance assessments for each appointed person, This 

Certificate is valid for twelve months and does not have to be reissued for individual 

hearings. 

• Notice of Appointment - for IRPs, S150s, PSCs and PRPs, NCAT and Audit, signed by the 

relevant Council delegate for each individual hearing.    

4.5 HEARING MEMBER AS PROTECTED PERSON UNDER THE LAW 
The Law protects persons (hearing members) acting in good faith in the exercise of a function under 

the relevant Law as a ‘protected person’ who is not personally liable for anything done or omitted. 

This protection extends to written statements/publications. Further, hearing members are 

indemnified under the Council’s professional indemnity insurance arrangements when acting in 

good faith as a hearing member. 
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4.6 HEARING MEMBER AVAILABILITY 
The Council and the HPCA aim to deliver timely scheduling of appointments and hearings to fulfill 

the requirements of the National Law and deliver high quality, customer-centered, outcomes. The 

expectations for member availability during the annual working period are as follows: 

• Principal hearing members should be available for fortnightly appointment at a minimum, 

and to provide a schedule of availability in advance for each financial quarter. Principal 

hearing members must be available to attend induction and training, as well as quality 

improvement activities. Members will be requested to provide their advance availability on a 

quarterly basis. 

 

• Regular hearing members should be available for monthly appointment at a minimum, and 

to provide a schedule of availability in advance for each financial quarter. Regular hearing 

members must be available to attend induction and training, as well as relevant quality 

improvement activities. Members will be requested to provide their advance availability on a 

quarterly basis. 

 

• General hearing members will be contacted on the basis of hearing requirements and 

availability confirmed to attend hearings and targeted induction. General hearing members 

should undertake induction in order to effectively participate in hearings. 

Principal and Regular hearing members are asked to provide at least four weeks advance notice of 

days and/or periods of (un)availability. 

4.7 CANCELLATION OR RESCHEDULING OF AN APPOINTMENT 
As soon as practicably possible, hearing members will be given notice in the event of cancellation or 

rescheduling of an appointment. The HPCA member remuneration policy provides guidance as to 

entitlements for late cancellation of hearings. 

Hearing members are asked to provide advance notice of availability to mitigate hearing impact 

where availability changes and allow time for another member to be appointed. 

Multiple and unexplained late cancellations from hearing members regarding an appointment may 

affect future offers of appointment and review of hearing member engagement. 

4.8 NO GUARANTEE OF WORK 
The HPCA and Council are unable to specify the number of appointments in any month or year. 

Some matters require a half or full day meeting, whilst others (such as Tribunals or Professional 

Standards Committees) may run over a number of days. 
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4.9 HEARING MEMBERS TO FULFILL FUNCTION AND DUTIES 
Hearing members are expected to diligently fulfill their function and duties during the term of their 

engagement. Hearing members must proactively maintain compliance for eligibility and essential 

requirements during their engagement with Council, including registration. Hearing members 

engaged with professional registration must advise HPCA as soon as possible of any change to 

registration status. 

Hearing members will also comply with HPCA policies, including maintaining the confidentiality and 

privacy of Council, complainants, practitioners, staff, and other individuals; Code of Conduct; Conflict 

of Interest Policy; and other policies. 

4.10 HEARING MEMBERS TO ACT WITHIN THE LAW 
It is imperative that hearing members act according to the directives set out in the Law. 

Hearing members are expected to proactively engage in induction, training, and development 

exercises as well as any necessary self-directed learning of the Law to act effectively in an 

appointment. A thorough knowledge of the Law coupled with self-reflection will be essential to 

strengthening applied knowledge of the Law to deliver appropriate decisions and recommendations 

to Council to justify regulatory action. 

4.11 PARTICIPATION IN QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT 
Hearing members are expected to participate in training, development, feedback and quality 

improvement activities related to hearings and appointments. 

Induction, training, and development workshops will be held to support feedback loops between 

Council and hearing members; to discuss regulatory processes, policy developments, and 

approaches to emerging issues; and as a forum for reflection and peer review toward improving 

hearing outcomes in line with regulatory duties, good clinical standards, and the safety of the public. 

Principal and Regular hearing members will attend induction, training, and workshops at regular 

intervals to participate in quality improvement and development discussion, as well as review of 

case outcomes, toward enhancing hearing processes, procedures and outcomes from shared 

learnings. 

General hearing members will receive induction and attend training and quality improvement 

activities as relevant. General members may require bespoke induction where approached for a 

particular hearing matter. 

4.12 LEAVE AND OTHER ENTITLEMENTS 
Hearing members are not entitled to leave or other entitlements.  

4.13 PERIOD OF ENGAGEMENT AND END OF TERM 
Once approved to the pre-qualified hearing member list, a hearing member will remain on the list 

for a period of five years. At the end of this time, hearing members will need to re-apply. 
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4.14 TRANSITION ARRANGEMENTS 
New and existing hearing members who are formally recruited and approved under this 

Appointment Framework may during the period of engagement be scheduled and appointed as 

either a Princip, Regular and/or General hearing member. 

Hearing members who were recruited prior to the implementation of this Appointment Framework, 

and who have not been formally recruited and approved under this Appointment Framework, will 

remain on the list of pre-qualified hearing members for ad hoc appointment as General hearing 

members. 


